Courses Supporting Outdoor Play Opportunities

Playwork Partnerships have developed over many years a portfolio of training courses and resources to support outdoor play opportunities for children and young people. We deliver these courses ourselves or through our associate trainers.

| **Playing Outdoors with the Elements** | **Requirements:** suitable indoor and outdoor training space  
| A practical short course looking at ideas for play opportunities around the four elements: Earth, Air, Fire and Water.  
| **Length of course:** 5hrs  
| **Cost:** £950 including Learner notebooks (max 10)  |

| **Ramps and Camps** | **Requirements:** suitable indoor and outdoor training space  
| A course involving learning about tool use to build basic moveable stuff for outdoors and simple structures you can go in that won’t fall down!  
| **Length of course:** 1 full day  
| **Cost:** £1500 to include materials  |

| **Playing on the Range** | **Requirements:** suitable indoor and outdoor training space  
| A Level 2 course for those working in open access parks and spaces in local communities, supporting their development and understanding of community playwork.  
| **Length of course:** 2 full days  
| **Cost:** £3500 inclusive of all learner packs, training resources and expenses  |

**Supporting resources:**

| **Playing on the Wildside** |  
| The essential resource for people wishing to enable opportunities for children to play freely in and around natural environments.  
| **Cost:** £35 plus postage  |

For more information:

Contact: [team@playwork.co.uk](mailto:team@playwork.co.uk) or 01242 714601

Visit: [www.playwork.co.uk](http://www.playwork.co.uk)